
~ thank Professor Croft for his review of our study, group of contemporary authors. Conceivably, an individual au-
tnstone for the opportunity to respond

.~ to correct some mistakes ~at oc-
t; and to elaborate on some of our

Many of Professor Croft’s points seem to invalidate, or at       contemporarieS 0f Joseph Smith.

O least blunt, the findings and implications of our study. But we Therefore, studies indicating that some authors are l~ot con-
feel that a closer examination of his arguments shows our majorsistent in certain types of wordprints do not necessarily invali-

date the wordprint concept, unless they also show tl~
authors canno{ be correctly identified ~;~en ~iewed in

O                                                                       context.
We give examples to make our point One author i

of wordprints. We certainly do not claim wordprints to be infal-.T. Radday, "The Unity of Isaiah: Computerized Tests in Statis-
O lible. We believe that in descending order, fingerprints are mosttical Linguists," unpublished reports, Israel Institute of

reliable, voiceprints somewhat less reliable, and wordprintsTechnology, 1970, pp. 1-172) has used analysis of variance
even less reliable Nevertheless, the literature a ears to indi-..... ~ ..... ~ .... .... PP .....

exist in most; if not all, authors, How,
O can be expected to forever re~ain unproved.

show t~at wordpfi n ts do exist for 2,600 con’
temporary authors. Another researcher might be able to iden--1974]: 95-102; and "The Popular Critical View of the Isaiah

O tify a 2,001st author that did not have a distinct, consistentProblem in Light of Statistical Style Analysis," Computer Studies
wordprint, in the Humanities and Verbal Behavior 4 [1973]: 149-157) consi-

authors are

Croft cited studies that indicated some authors do not havedered Isaiah’s works in a larger framework. They found that the
O consistent word choice. However, these studies were done in aBook of Isaiah had more internal consistency than any other

different context than our work. We quote our article (page 227)’Old Testarnent book of the approximate time period and that
.......... Isaiah I and Isaiah II (as hypothesized by Radday) were ve~ .....

investigators of authorship identification close in wordprints, as co~ared to
O have oversimplified the problem. Some have chosen a deflationperiod.

of wordprint ~nd then have taken several controversial passages In our Book of Mormon study, we would have p~efe rred to
.... from an author and tested for statistically significant differences have had other writings in "Reformed Egyptian" written be-in the wordprint between passages. If any statistically significant

O differences occurred, they assumed different individuals had au- tween the period of 600 BC to 400 AD for control texts. Of course
thored the passages. We believe a larger view must be taken. Inwe could not find such writings, so we used Joseph Smith and
addition to compa~ng several passages written by the same au-
thorl ~e must ~lso compare them with the works of a control
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Q. Morton, Literary Detection, New York: Charles Scribner’s    Bailey. A closer examination of one of these articles is very re-

only had comparisons within authors, but also comparisons be-
tween authors. Strictly speaking, it was not necessary for us to
demonstrate a stable wordprint within an individual author,

the study does not make clear how sentence length might vary
from one author to another.

Croft also mentioned two other studies which were specifi-

only that the within-author variation was less than the be-
tween-author variation. Note also that our non-contextual
words worked

between authors but the variable examined was relatively con-
sistent from book to book within each author.

Some of Croft’s references on this important

cally discussed by Morton to support Morton’s contention that
common words are readily influenced by literary form and thus

~e
lumped all definite articles together, simply counting all occurr-
ences of any definite article. What such a test means is certainly
not clear. Morton concluded that

Dolezel and Bailey. Werner Winter states in the lead article in
this book: "Literary stylistic analysis relies heavily on features of
the vocabula~ and their distribution" (p. 5, italics added). We

single work. The question we would ask at this point is: If they
are not quite consistent within a single work, how do they com-

authorship of it. (p. 107)
Frequent words and large amounts of text describe our situa-
tion. Morton goes on to advocate the "placing of words" as the

pare to other authors? They may appear relatively consistent in

Federalist Papers study (Mosteller-Wallace). Croft claims that
this work is an exceptional situation, but he again ignores his
primary source, Bailey. In the closing article in the book Statis-



Wallace study than on any other single study and gives it full
and unqualified support, ~e concludes:

The technique developed in the studies of Ellegard and
Mosteller/Wallace can be taken as models for authorship dis-
crimination tests and by extension for other statistical investiga-
tions in which characteristic traits of style need to be determined
(page 22~.

Our wordp~nt definition is patterned after Mosteller-Wallace,
a model for authorship disc~mination tests.

In spite of the statement Croft attributes to Bailey, which
questions the existence of wordprints, the tone of the book:
edited by Bailey and Dolezel iis supportive rather than critical.
We quote from Bailey’s concluding statement:

A variety of cultural and academe trends have combined to in-
hibit the development of statistical stylisticsi :.. Statistical
methods concern themselves with the ~road tendencies and
gene:~al characteristics in the data to which they are applied.
Moreover, such techniques require a degree of explicitness in as-
sumptions and procedures that is not highly valued in a discip-
line in which subjective and intuitive judgments are prized. Yet
despite these apparent objections, statistical stylistics illustrated
both :in the works mentioned in this historical sket~ and inthe
essays in this collection deals with questions that are of particular
interest to the ~terary c~tic who wrote the work. ~ what dir~-
tions did this writer develop? What are the constraints imposed
on the writer by his language.? How does the selection of the
mode. of presentation influence the shape of his work? Certainly
these are all significant questions of vital interest to the literary
scholar and statistical methods can help him provide answers to
them.. The virtues of the tech~ques arise from their generality
and their explicitness (page 231-232),

We are thus led to condude that these references cited by
Croft do not support his thesis at all, but in fact support our
own--that statistical stylistics is a reliable tool in the study of
authorsi~ip. Croft has certainly not made a case from the litera-
ture to discredit our rnethods.

Raw Data Used
Croft believes we should have used the 1830 edison of the

Book of Mormon rather than the present edition. All else being
equal, we would haw~ preferred using the 1830 edition. How-
ever, all else certainly was not equal--the present edition is on

of the Book of Mormon to the control texts, but we believe his
concern is exaggerated.

sults that did not depend on "that"--analyses on 42 uncommon
words. There were no contradictory results.

eight of the other nine words, when tested individually,
showed significant differences across authors. We could, drop
"that" with little or no effect on the statistical conclusions.

We note also that in another of our analyses 31 of 38 words
were found to have statistically significan~ differences across

authors, andin another analysis ~1 of the 42non commonwords were individually signi~anL This should lay to rest any
questions raised about specific words that should haw_~ been
deleted from our study. In fact, the deletion of 15 or 20 words
would have essentially no impact on our study.

Problems of Experimental Design
We note at the outset that Croft’s repeated use of the term

"experimental design" does not conform to common staitistical
a "us ge. A be~e term m~g~t research design or samphng

design. The te~ expe~mentaldes~gn usualIy reserved
for experiments wher~ different experimental ~on~i~ons ale
assigned to the expe~imentaI units o~tained pre~iously b~ sam-
pling.

Croft believes we should have separated the passages he

MAN OVA  tse!f  nvolv.es a baseline comparison; there is a serious question
wheti er baseltne studies are needed.
computer tape. But is it clear that the earliest edition is always
the best’? Larry Browning of the BYU Translation Sciences Insti-
tute prepared a statement for this rejoinder regarding the
problems associated with assuming that the 1830 edition is the
most "authentic’, version (copy of rejoinder in possession of au,
thors). He pointed out the ~mb~on of d~liberate changes
an d accidental errors which have been in~oduced into the Book
of Morrnon text. Some spelling mistakes, for example, were in-
troduced by the first scribes who transcribed for Joseph. Other
changes crept in as ()liver Cowdery hand copied the manu-
script for the printer and as the printer typeset the text. Even
some copies of the 1830 version differ, so there is no uMque 1830
edition. Some of the textual changes made after 18~ were for
the pu~,ose of correcting erro~ introduced in the 1830 printing.
Thus in some aspects the present edition may better reflect the
original manuscript.

We must recognize that most of the editorial changes Croft
refers to. were made in Joseph Smith’s lifetime. This editing
seems little different from the editing that exists on some of our
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labeled narrative and discourse. We considered this but re-
jected the iclea in this beginning study, because we were al-
ready breaking the data down into smal! sections correspond-
ing to authors. We started by treating each quoted individual as
a separate author~ We wer~ not sur~ the ~ata wo~d support
this division: Perhaps Mormoni Nephi; Moroni and the ~her
engravers paraphrased the people they quote~ We did not
want to confound testing individual authors as opposed to en-
gravers with testing spoken versus written (discourse versus
narrative). However, dividing the data as he suggests would
have made a stronger study ......

Croft is particularly concerned with the phrase ~and it came
to pass,
(na~afive) passa es He con’ectures thatman ofourob~ervedg .............. Y .... ....... .....~
differences resulted from this one phrase. We respond to this
comment from three direc~ons.

First, is the phrase contextual? Larry Adams of BYU’s In-
stitutional Research and Planning prepared the following
statement for this rejoinder:



ary authorship. Contextual has reference more to the subject of
the discourse than whether or not it is narrative. This is because
contextual has reference to the subject of the specific sentence it-

tyle,
he reported at least eight data points: four discourse frequen-
cies and four narrative frequencies. After making the discourse/

may be termed discourse: Genesis 9:14 "And it shall come to pass
when I bring a cloud over the earth, that the bow..."; Isaiah 2:2
"And it shall come to pass in the latter days, that the mountain of

OWS."

Uses of "it came to pass" Per Thousand Words
Nephi     Jacob Mormon Moroni

3.4

pass, that before they call, I will answer..."; Joel 2:28 "’And it shall
come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my spirit upon all

flesh.. " These discourses are somewhat narrative, although
perhaps not as clearly so as scriptures that are more historical
than discourse, if any could be classified as such.

"Came to                                                        or

somewhat contextual) is used differently by different authors.
Burgon also investigated the use of "behold" finding a large

thor of the book of Joshua used "came to pass" about three times
as often as "behold." The author of the book of Jeremiah, on the
other hand, used "behold" about three times as often as "it came

If one          ue that "behold" is less narrative than

Isaiah in the literary
sense is less historical than the book of Jeremiah.

"Behold" could also be classified as a narrative phrase, just
the same as "came to pass." Re       of the context, one an-

original language (i. e., Hebrew)
each of these phrases is only a single prefix word. Prefix usage is
perhaps one of the most pertinent stylistic elements in deter-
mining authorship of Hebrew texts. Prefixes in the Hebrew lan-

difference between Moroni and the other engravers within nar-
rative writings.

Third, if "it came to pass" is even possibly contextual, we

mu
pass."

In summary, Croft’s conjecture that many of our results
were

sire, just as Croft suggested. This test was meant to introduce
the readers to a set of more meaningful tests. The problem is
that some results were inadvertently left out in the printed

word frequencies to Joseph Smith’s wordprint, and we com-
pared the Book of Mormon word frequencies to Solomon
Spalding’s wordprint. In both cases we got results of billions to

prone parts
of speech and to be non-contextual. Function prefixes refers to
such terms as "and from," and "it came to pass," and "for be-
hold." Regardless of context, these and other phrases are used in

his wordprint as completely distinct from the Book of Mormonl
Croft comments on our quote: "It does not seem possible

that Joseph Smith or any other writer could have fabricated a

©
OveriVariations in the Book of Mormon," Unpublished M.A. Thesis, results in that one sentence, results not reported in detail sup-

BYU, 1958). Burgon’s study, though not statistical, is in manyport many different wordprint styles.
wa, similar to our own. He considers el, ents of fie across Croft’s third ma or statistical comment is in error. He claims

are not

........................... C)
...................



taken in the 65 percent figure. Croft quotes the table of engrav-
ers, when he should quote the table of writers, where it is clear

these authors very comparable to the differe, nces we found for
the Book of Mormon authors. We therefore argue that our

have been challenged., we now include one more result.
O We developed an index to measure how accurately the au-

thors grouped in cluster analysis; that is, if our alleged authors
were correctly labe!ed~ how well did the various autho~ cluster
togethee W6 obtainea 94126 for Book of Mormon authorsl We

ingless! if there were all blocks of
words. In this case, any correct cluster would be by chance. We

O repeated this simulation 100 times. The average index for the
simulat]ton was 45.73; the maximum value was 60.32. It is clear

minant plots, since Isaiah clearly did not write in the nineteenth
century. However, Isaiah did not stand out. Croft igno~:es this
point made in our study.

Conclusion
We do not believe

unassailable; T~is is t0 ask for ~ore ~han
Perhaps editorial pressures and our own enthusiasm caused us
to make a few statements that upon closer examination may
need some revision. Like any beginning work, it is subject to

Croft claims that when usir~g authors with only a few blocks
of words, it is impossible to test the assumption underlying the
multivariate analysis of variance. He insists we need more than

1. Croft claims our wordprint definition is questionable at
best. We have quoted the literature, even his own references, to
show that our methods are strongly supported.

four or five blocks of words. However, R. Gnanadesikan in
Methods for Statistical Data Analysis of Multivariate Observations, shown that this may not be the case. We also reason that the

2. Croft believes the 1830 edition must be used. We have

anything in our study and perhaps not from the literature. A
very good case in point is the study by Marvin H. Folsom and

(narrative and discourse) and will make this; change when we
extend the study.

literary style between these two areas corresponding to the
political division. MANOVA tests involving the 40 characteris-
tics showed no significant difference. In this case, then, our

suppos~ly sensitive tests did not detect any difference in style
be~n t~e~o ~lifical zones; It; ~hould be sugg~t~ tl~at
MANOV ~ up significan~ ~ifferences
any place it is a~liedi In o~ s~d w~re~ortedseveral MAN;
OVA results that did not achieve significance~Isaiah I versus
Isaiah II, and Jesus versus Sermon on the Mount.

Croft also suggests that we should have conducted baseline

ment fails.
5. Croft claims we did not have a baseline study. We reply

that the control texts served as a baseline study, and the MAN-
OVA in a sense in~o!~es a baseline study .... ........ .......

6, We agree wit~ his sugges~o~s forfuture i~rove ments !
We do not ~lieve should ba i6s~i6ny

the Book of Mo~oa On 6~r ~esults or
study. While such studies may help decide the question, "Is the
book what it claims?" the final affirmation can only come
through spiritual channels well-known to Latter-day Saints.

relatively speaking, than the differences from one author torejoinder.

O another author. There is a serious question, then, whether any
baseline studies are needed.

The second point which Croft has ignored is one of the WAYNE A.
strongest of out entire study: We conf!~ed our methods onthe ment of s~ti
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